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LaRouche: Walter Mondale's machine
conspires with the Green fascists
The following is the text of the nationwide paid political
broadcast by Independent Democratic presidential candi

The center of this operation is the pro-Soviet. anti-Amer
ican Green Party of West Germany.

date Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr:. aired on the CBS network
the evening of Oct. 23.

Announcer: This is the party which is sponsoring and lead
ing violent action against U.S. military personnel in West

Announcer: Today, the rulers of the Soviet Empire are lust

Germany. During recent months, the Green Party has been

ing for the moment that the government of Chancellor Helmut

escalating to physical attacks against ordinary U.S. citizens,

Kohl of West Germany falls. If that occurs, West Germany

as well as U.S. military bases.

will fall under the control of a pro-Soviet government, a

In West Germany, veteran anti-Nazi fighters from the

government based on an already existing alliance between

1920s and I 930s say that the Green Party of today is almost

Willy Brandt' s Social Democratic Party and the fanatically

an exact copy of the Nazi Party and its storm-trooper tactics.

pro-Soviet Green Party of Germany.

Leading trade-union organizations and leading Social Dem

Independent Democratic presidential candidate Lyndon

ocratic officials denounced the Green Party repeatedly as

LaRouche has warned that if this occurs, the United States

Nazi-like during 1983. These West Gern1an observers were

might very rapidly become a third-rate power confined to the

not exaggerating. They recognized with horror exactly what

Western Hemisphere in a world falling under the domination

the Green Party is.

of the growing Soviet Empire.

Like the old Nazi storm-troopers of the 1920s and 1930s,
the Green Party deploys its violent gangs to drive its oppo

Lyndon LaRouche: The instant West Germany fell under

nents from the streets of Germany.

the control of the Brandt Social Democrats and Green Party,

The opposition to the Green Party within the trade unions

West Germany would begin to break out of its strategic alli

and within the conservative press of Germany has been ter

ance with the United States.

rified into silence; for example, the President of the German

If this happens, if Willy Brandt and the Green Party come

State of Hessen, Holger Bomer, who denounced the Green

to power in West Germany, all of Western Europe will be

Party as "eco-fascistic," has been forced to enter into a coa

come strategically indefensible. The terrified governments

lition with the Greens and to defend the same party which he

of an undefendable Western Europe will stumble over one

publicly described as Nazi-like a little more than a year ago.

another to make friends with Moscow. The entire industrial

In many parts of West Germany, Green Party storm-troopers

potential of Western Europe, an industrial potential which is

are now operating with protection of Social Democratic

greater than that of the United States, will fall into the Soviet

controlled local police forces.

market.

Why, then, is the Minnesota Democrat Party machine of

Meanwhile, if the government of President Marcos of the

Walter F. Mondale planning to launch a copy of the West

Philippines continues to be undermined, the Philippines will

German Green Party in the United States soon after the No

be plunged into chaos. If that occurs, the United States mili

vember elections?

tary forces will be pulled back to Alaska and Hawaii. The

Mondale' s Minneapolis organization is now organizing

combination of a pro-Soviet government in West Germany

a conference with invited guests from the West German Green

and the fall of the Philippines and South Korea would mean

Party. The stated purpose of that conference is to make prep

that the United States becomes almost immediately a third

arations for launching a Green Party in the United States after

rate power in a world dominated by the rapidly growing

the elections. Is Walter Mondale actually working to split the

Soviet Empire.

Democratic Party after the elections? Is Mondale part of the
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peacenik faction among Willy Brandt's friends inside the

Green Party today. You should never be fooled by the fairy�

Democratic Party, who plan to establish a branch of the pro

story which says that the Nazis are the best anti-Communists;

Soviet Green Party right here inside the United States? What

it is a documented fact that there were many in the Nazi Party

is this Green Party, really, and how dangerous is it to the

and in Russia who sincerely supported the Hitler-Stalin Pact

future of the United States?

as the basis for a strategic alliance between Communists and

Democratic candidate Lyndon LaRouche's wife, Helga

Nazis against Western civilization and its values.

Zepp-LaRouche, is a prominent public figure in West Ger

. We must never make again the mistake which people in

many. She is the founder of a rapidly growing international

the United States and Britain, as well as Germany, made

organization, the Schiller Institute, which is bringing togeth

during the 1920s and 1930s. We must never again underes

er hundreds of thousands of citizens in the United States and

timate the danger from dirty radical mobs like the Nazis of

Europe in an effort to save the Western Alliance. She is a

the past or the Greenies of today. Unless we can convince the

well known expert on the Green Party, and she is deeply

people of West Germany that the United States will back up

feared and hated by Green Party leaders such as Petra Kelley.

the statements of President Reagan and Mr. Weinberger

She is also the editor of a major book exposing the connec

promising absolute U. S. military support for defense of Eu

tions between Hitler's Nazis and the growing neo-Nazi

rope, West Germany will fall into the Soviet sphere ofpolit

movement of today. Mrs. Zepp-LaRouche has worked close

ical influence very soon.

with old anti-Nazi resistance fighters in Germany, and has
discussed the Green Party problem with many leading Social
Democratic, trade union, military, and conservative circles
and personalities in that country.

Announcer: Why is Walter Mondale' s Minnesota organi
zation crawling into bed with a pro-Soviet neo-Nazi party ?
Independent Democratic presi dential

candidate Lyndon

LaRouche answers that question.

Helga Zepp-LaRouche: All in Germany who knew the Na
zis first hand, or who have studied the real facts of the rise of

Lyndon LaRouche: I am going to begin by saying something

Nazism, know that the Green Party is the center of the neo

which will shock and terrify most of you. The initial reaction

Nazi movement in West Germany today. Some leaders of the

of many of you, first, will be that I must be exaggerating. I

Green Party have been publicly exposed as members of the

am not exaggerating. Everything I am about to say is true. It

old Nazi Party. Leaders of the open neo-Nazi organizations

is a not a matter of interpretation; i t is a matter of plain,

of West Germany have made public statements, as well as

straightforward, documented fact.

sworn testimony in court, saying that they are supporters of

Walter F. Mondale is an agent of influence of the Soviet

the Green Party's cause. If you look behind the scenes, to see

secret intelligence services. That is the reason Mondale has

the

who has steered the creation of the Green Party since the

made his attacks on President Reagan's defense policy

1950s, and who guides the Green Party today, you find the

center of his campaign. That is also the reason that Mondale's

organizations of the hard-core old Nazis. Behind the Greens

organization in Minnesota is working today to establish a

you find open support of admirers of Adolf Hitler like Libya's

branch of the pro-Soviet Green Party of West Germany inside

Qaddafi, as well as direct collaboration with the terrorist

the United States.

Qaddafi by leading circles of the Greens.

The basic facts proving that Walter Mondale is con

We in Germany are in the best situation to recognize that

sciously an agent of influence of the Soviet inteJligence ser

the Green Party is a neo-Nazi party. We also know that the

vices are well documented by eye-witness testimony. In May

Green Party is steered from the East. The Green Party is

1983, Mondale's Minnesota organization was host to a del

financed and run through East Germany, including financial

egation of high-ranking Soviet officials in Minneapolis. Mayor

and other support run through East Germany's enormous

Fraser of Minneapolis, the ol d law partner of Mondale and

financial aid to the Communist Party of West Germany. Also,

Orville Freeman, was the host for the meeting. Mondale was

in our offices in West Germany, we have files of affidavits

discreetly absent from the public side of the meetings held.

documenting statements from leading officials of the Nazi

But he was there, waiting in the wings of the conference at

International, in which lead members of the Nazi Internation

that time. The head of the Soviet delegation meeting with

al today brag of their connections to the Soviet KGB and their

Mondale's organization was Fyodor Burlatskii, a senior of

connections to the Greenie movement in Germany.

ficial of the Soviet KGB and official of the KGB's official

Germany has had experience with the kinds of parties

Moscow publication, Lieraturnaya Gazeta.

which were both Nazi and pro-Communist in the past. A

The purpose of the conference was to launch direct Soviet

large part of the mass base of the Nazi Party came from a

campaigns within the United States in support of the nuclear

group around Gregor Strasser and Josef Goebbels called the

freeze movement created in Moscow during a conference

"National Bolshevists." A farge part of the Nazi youth move

held a year earlier. The Minneapolis conference was the

ment was recruited from the anti-technology ecologists of the

launching pad for deployment of Soviet KGB officials for

1920s, with basically the same back-to-nature doctrine as the

high-level meetings with nuclear-freeze organizers in various
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cities of the United States. Interestingly enough, some of the

an institution which they named the "Hubert Humphrey In

Soviet agents are former flag-rank military officers of the

stitute." Mondale was a distinguished professor of this insti

United States, and some of these are close to Gen. Daniel P.

tute, and the institute was headed by Henry A. Kissinger.

Graham in the leadership of the World Anti-Communist
League's branch in the United States.

liam Hyland, is steering the Mondale campaign at the same

Kissinger, together with his cronies Winston Lord and Wil

At the conference, the Soviet officials dictated to Mon

time Kissinger and his stooges inside the State Department,

dale's faction of the Democratic Party the policy they were

the National Security Agency, and the Defense Department

instructed to carry out in the effort to cut the U.S. defense

staff are controlling major policy operations from inside the

budget. The major target of the Soviet officials was President

Reagan administration.

Reagan's and Caspar Weinberger's Strategic Defense Initia

This Kissinger connection to Mondale ought to remind

tive, what the nuclear-freeze propaganda calls "Star Wars."

us of Watergate. It is a documented fact that Kissinger and

The Soviets demanded deep cuts in U.S. defense at the point

.

Haig set up the covert operations which led into Watergate,

the Soviets continue to be engaged in the biggest arms build

and that Kissinger and Haig got off scot-free, while many of

up and preparations for actual war-fighting in history.

the people they fooled either went to prison or suffered great

Mondale's people at that conference agreed to carry out

ly in other ways. It is the same today. It is Kissinger and his

every instruction of the Soviet KGB delegation, down to the

circles, as advisers to the Reagan administration, who are

fine details. In September 1983, Democratic national chair

setting up deeper U. S. involvement in military and covert

man Charles Manatt held a press conference in Washington,

operations in Spanish-speaking America, while Kissinger

D. C. , in which Manatt threatened to run out of the Demo

buddy Mondale attacks President Reagan for tolerating what

cratic Party any presidential candidate who did not follow the

Kissinger has induced the Reagan administration to tolerate.

Soviet line on U.S. defense policy, the Soviet line which

It is the same Hubert Humphrey Institute which was used

Mondale was following then, and which he and Geraldine

to carry Soviet orders to Mondale in May 1983, which is

Ferraro are supporting today.
Every fact I have just reported to you is documented by

sponsoring the launching of a branch of the Green Party in
the United States now.

eye-witnesses. Some of these facts have been published in

There is no simple coincidence involved. Mondale's car

leading newspapers, partly in Minneapolis, and partly in

rying out Soviet KGB orders on U.S. defense policy, Mon

nationwide news reports. Any person who denies that Walter

dale's connections to Soviet grain-trade, and his friends'

Mondale is consciously an agent of Soviet influence simply

deep involvement in bringing the pro-Soviet Green Party into

does not know or is unwilling to face plain, straightforward

the United States are integral parts of the same treasonous

facts. If any of you vote for Walter Mondale, you have now

operation.

been warned, that you would be voting knowingly for a man

There are two major connections between Mondale and

who has been exposed to you as a conscious agent of Soviet

the pro-Soviet Green Party. The first connection runs through

influence.

the Swiss-controlled grain cartel, which has run the Agricul

Mondale might say that he does agree with the Soviet line

ture Department under President Reagan, as it has run the

on U. S. defense, but he would argue that he is supporting

Agriculture Department under every President since Presi

Moscow not because he is a Soviet agent, but only because

dent Johnson. President Reagan simply either doesn't under

he believes that the Soviets happen to be right on this issue.

stand the problems of agriculture policy, or perhaps he feels

Don't be fooled by such explanations. You may not know

he lacks the political strength to take on the powerful grain

this, but Mondale is a specialist in intelligence operations; he

cartel interests in the way President Franklin Roosevelt took

is an expert in secret intelligence, who played a leading part

on the Wall Street crowd. The financial interest controlling

in destroying the CIA's anti-terrorist intelligence capabilities

the Swiss grain cartel and related agribusiness cartels has

during the period of the Carter-Mondale administration.

been for years a major collaborator with the Soviet KGB in

Mondale is not the muddled Jimmy Carter who might have

slipping secret U.S. technology into Moscow through chan

been doubletalked into a state of mental confusion on this

nels close to nuclear freezenik Victor Weisskopf in Geneva.

issue; Mondale is a conscious agent of Soviet influence.
The Mondale organization's planning meeting with the

The second major link between Mondale and the Green
Party runs through the faction of the Socialist International

Green Party is part of the same continuing operation as the

tied to Sweden's Olof Palme and Germany's Willy Brandt

meeting with Soviet KGB officials in Minneapolis back in

and Egon Bahr. The traditional channel through which this

May 1983. I now give you the key facts about that connection.

faction of the Socialist International penetrates deeply into

As I told you in an earlier broadcast on the food crisis,

the internal life of the United States is the Wisconsin-based

Walter Mondale's entire public life has been created by a

League for Industrial Democracy and New Republic circles.

Swiss-connected group of financial interests tied to Armand

For example, the development of Students for a Democratic

Hammer and the Cargill grain-cartel interests in Minnesota.

Society in the United States was coordinated with Willy

After Hubert Humphrey died, these financial interests created

Brandt in Germany through the channels of the League for
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Industrial Democracy. As part of the same covert operation

must be changed.

which created West Germany' s SDS operation. One of our

That is why Billy Davis and I are running on the Indepen

major problems inside the Democratic Party and trade-union

dent Democrats' ticket. If you support the good parts of the

organizations is the existence of a powerful radical faction

President' s policies, we support those policies, too, and if

which is in fact aU. S. branch of the left-wing of the Socialist

you agree that his State Department' s foreign policy has been

International. This is also the faction within the Democratic

a Kissinger-like disaster, and that his economic policies must

Party and Socialist International which has organized mas

be changed in the way Billy and I have proposed, then be a

sive attacks against me in many parts of the world for about

good Democrat; vote against Mondale, but don' t waste your

ten years, attacks on me which have been proven by docu

vote; vote for Democrats who wish to rebuild the Democratic

mentation to have been conducted in close coordination with

Party as a party committed to a U. S. economy strong in

the Soviet KGB.
Mondale is not simply a Soviet KGB agent in the ordinary

agriculture, strong in industry, and a United States strong
enough that Moscow will abandon its present mad dreams of

sense, of course. Mondale is jointly owned by the left-wing

military superiority and world domination. We need a strong

of the Socialist International and grain cartel interests. If

defense. We need an Apollo-style program to give the United

those owners tell Mondale to like the floor before a nation

States and its allies the ability to destroy Soviet missiles

wide TV audience, I sincerely believe he would do just that.

between the time they are launched and the time they might

When the Socialist International and the forces behind the

strike the peoples and territory of Western Europe and the

international grain cartel told Mondale to carry out Soviet

United States. What sane person would wish to have us sit

orders on U. S. defense policy, Mondale did exactly as he

here helplessly, waiting for the day the Soviet missiles might

was ordered. If the Socialist International' s pro-Soviet left

fall? We have the technology to build a strategic ballistic

wing enters a partnership with the pro-Soviet Green Party in

missile defense within this decade; it would be morally insane

Germany, to kick the United States out of Europe, there is

not to put that defense into place as soon as possible.

no reason to doubt that Mondale would be up to his neck in

We need a strong defense. At our present levels of spend

alliance with the neo-Nazi-like Green Party. It ought to come

ing for defense, the Soviet Empire will continue to expand

as no surprise, that Mondale' s organization is now deeply

its present military superiority over us to the point that when

involved in a scheme to split away part of the Democratic

they give orders our President will have no choice but to

Party, to create a branch of the pro-Soviet Green Party in the

obey. If we take inflation fully into account, the United States'

United States.

spending for defense under President Reagan is about 5%

What I have told you are straightforward facts; there is

less than under President Carter. Unless we increase our

no room for doubt among intelligent and informed people.

defense capability, and soon, we might as well throw away

Everthing I have have told you about the Green Party and

our military forces entirely, and prepare to peacefully surren

Mondale is absolutely true: No patriotic citizen of the United

der. Spending just enough for defense to guarantee that we

States could vote to elect Walter F. Mondale President of the

would lose a war is an insane military doctrine, but it is the

United States, unless that voter were almost totally ignorant

doctrine which is generally accepted in the Congress today.

of the real issues and the actual facts.

That is the reality of the argument of Mondale and Ferraro.

Many Democrats, including trade unionists, will vote for

Some people say, "But we can not afford to defend our

President Reagan' s reelection despite the fact that they op

selves?" What do these people think we should do, surrender?

pose important parts of the President' s policies. They will

If we had argued that way during the last world war, you

vote for the President because they have sensed a certain kind

would all be singing "Heil Hitler" today. If we expand our

of smell around Mondale and his slumlord running-mate,

economy, as President Roosevelt did between 1939 and 1943,

Geraldine Ferraro, and that smell tells them that Mondale

we can afford an adequate defense. Some people argue that

must never become President. Many other Democrats, not

using Roosevelt' s methods means "interfering with the magic

wishing to vote for either Mondale or the President, will

of the marketplace. " These are foolish people: There can be

simply stay home on election day. Maybe 45 to 50% of our

no freedom in the United States if the world continues to fall

adult citizens might stay away from the election polls this

under Soviet domination; there can be no freedom in the

year.

United States for long, if Willy Brandt and the Green Party

Given the choice between the President and an agent of
Soviet influence, Mondale, I would never consider any Dem

take over the government of West Germany some time this
year or next.

ocrat disloyal to the party if he or she voted for the President.

You honest Democrats out there. Don't stay home in

Voting for the President is certainly not the wrong thing to
and moral Democrat to do is to vote to defeat Mondale, but

disgust on election day. Vote for Billy and me, to give Pres
,
ident Reagan the signal he needs, and to prepare to free the
"'
Democratic Party from the grip of Manatt, Harriman, and

at the same time to vote in such a way as to signal the

Mondale, beginning the day after Mondale's defeat in this

President that his foreign policy and his economic policy

coming election.

do, but is it the right thing to do? The right thing for a patriotic
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